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Abstract: Purpose: This study aimed to evaluate changes in prefrontal
cerebral oxygenation and microvascular blood volume during exercise in

normobaric hypoxia and investigate possible associations with acute
mountain sickness (AMS) occurrence at altitude. Method: Twenty-two

healthy individuals (age 26{plus minus}4ys, V ̇O2peak 42{plus
minus}4ml.kg-1.min-1) were tested in two different conditions: normoxia
(NORM) and normobaric hypoxia (FiO2=0.13; HYPO). Data were collected

at rest and during submaximal constant-speed exercises. SpO2 was
measured by finger pulse oximeter. Prefrontal cerebral oxygenation
(ΔHbO2), deoxygenation (ΔHHb), and microvascular blood volume
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(ΔHbtot) were obtained by Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS). Within two
weeks from laboratory testing, subjects rapidly ascended to 3647m and

AMS was evaluated using the Lake Louise scale (LLS). Results: 8 subjects
were AMS+ whereas 14 were AMS-. During NORM, NIRS variables did not

change from baseline values both at rest and during exercise, resulting
similar between AMS+ and AMS- subjects. During HYPO, ΔHHb increased
to a similar extent in both groups both at rest and during exercise. ΔHbO2
was significantly lower in AMS+ compared to AMS- both at rest (-3.23{plus
minus}5.90 vs. 1.44{plus minus}2.14µM, p=0.04, ES=1.1, respectively)
and during exercise (-6.56{plus minus}5.51 vs. 0.37{plus minus}4.36µM,
p<0.01, ES=1.2, respectively). ΔHbtot did not change from baseline both

at rest (-1.67{plus minus}9.53µM) and during exercise (-0.96{plus
minus}9.12µM) in AMS+, resulting significantly different from AMS-

(5.49{plus minus}3.99µM, p=0.03, ES=1.0 and 8.17{plus minus}7.34µM,
p=0.02, ES=1.0, respectively). Conclusions: AMS-prone individuals seem
to be unable to both increase microvascular blood volume and maintain

oxygenation at cerebral level during exercise in acute normobaric hypoxia,
suggesting these changes may underpin later development of AMS.

New Findings: What is the central question of this study? The role of
cerebral hemodynamic responses to either normobaric or hypobaric

hypoxia in people susceptible to acute mountain sickness (AMS) is still
under debate. Prefrontal cortex NIRS-derived parameters were monitored
in normobaric hypoxia at rest and during moderate intensity exercise in
AMS-prone and non-AMS individuals. What is the main finding and its

importance? AMS-prone individuals did not increase microvascular blood
volume and showed lower prefrontal cerebral oxygenation in normobaric
hypoxia both at rest and during exercise compared to non-AMS subjects,

suggesting these changes may underpin later development of AMS at
altitude.
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2 

New findings 22 

What is the central question of this study? 23 

The role of cerebral hemodynamic response to either normobaric or hypobaric hypoxia 24 

in people susceptible to acute mountain sickness (AMS) is still under debate. Prefrontal 25 

cortex NIRS-derived parameters were monitored in normobaric hypoxia at rest and 26 

during moderate intensity exercise in AMS-prone and non-AMS individuals. 27 

What is the main finding and its importance? 28 

AMS-prone individuals did not increase microvascular blood volume and showed lower 29 

prefrontal cerebral oxygenation in normobaric hypoxia both at rest and during exercise 30 

compared to non-AMS subjects, suggesting these changes may underpin later 31 

development of AMS at altitude.  32 
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Abstract 33 

Purpose: This study aimed to evaluate changes in prefrontal cerebral oxygenation and 34 

microvascular blood volume during exercise in normobaric hypoxia and investigate 35 

possible associations with acute mountain sickness (AMS) occurrence at altitude. 36 

Method: Twenty-two healthy individuals (age 26±4ys, V̇O2peak 42±4ml
.
kg

-1.
min

-1
) were 37 

tested in two different conditions: normoxia (NORM) and normobaric hypoxia 38 

(FiO2=0.13; HYPO). Data were collected at rest and during submaximal constant-speed 39 

exercises. SpO2 was measured by finger pulse oximeter. Prefrontal cerebral oxygenation 40 

(ΔHbO2), deoxygenation (ΔHHb), and microvascular blood volume (ΔHbtot) were 41 

obtained by Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS). Within two weeks from laboratory 42 

testing, subjects rapidly ascended to 3647m and AMS was evaluated using the Lake 43 

Louise scale (LLS). 44 

Results: 8 subjects were AMS+ whereas 14 were AMS-. During NORM, NIRS 45 

variables did not change from baseline values both at rest and during exercise, resulting 46 

similar between AMS+ and AMS- subjects. During HYPO, ΔHHb increased to a 47 

similar extent in both groups both at rest and during exercise. ΔHbO2 was significantly 48 

lower in AMS+ compared to AMS- both at rest (-3.23±5.90 vs. 1.44±2.14µM, p=0.04, 49 

ES=1.1, respectively) and during exercise (-6.56±5.51 vs. 0.37±4.36µM, p<0.01, 50 

ES=1.2, respectively). ΔHbtot did not change from baseline both at rest (-1.67±9.53µM) 51 

and during exercise (-0.96±9.12µM) in AMS+, resulting significantly different from 52 

AMS- (5.49±3.99µM, p=0.03, ES=1.0 and 8.17±7.34µM, p=0.02, ES=1.0, respectively).  53 

Conclusions: AMS-prone individuals seem to be unable to both increase microvascular 54 

blood volume and maintain oxygenation at cerebral level during exercise in acute 55 

normobaric hypoxia, suggesting these changes may underpin later development of 56 

AMS.  57 
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Abbreviations 58 

AMS    Acute Mountain Sickness 59 

CBF    Cerebral blood flow 60 

ΔHbO2    Oxygenated haemoglobin 61 

ΔHbtot    Total haemoglobin 62 

ΔHHb    Deoxygenated haemoglobin 63 

HYPO    Hypoxia 64 

HR    Heart rate 65 

LLS    Lake Louise Score 66 

NIRS    Near-Infrared Spectroscopy 67 

NORM   Normoxia 68 

SpO2    Peripheral oxyhaemoglobin saturation 69 

TSI    Tissue saturation index  70 
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Introduction 71 

Nowadays, an ever-increasing number of people ascend to high altitude for the purposes 72 

of recreation, work and/or sport activities (skiing, trekking, hiking). While the majority 73 

of people do not report any adverse effect of hypoxia up to 2500m, some individuals 74 

may experience symptoms of acute mountain sickness (AMS) a few hours after arrival 75 

at higher altitudes (Hackett & Roach, 2001; Roach & Hackett, 2001). Symptoms of 76 

AMS include headache, fatigue, nausea or vomiting, dizziness, loss of appetite and 77 

difficult in sleeping (Luks et al., 2017; Roach et al., 2018). Although the incidence and 78 

severity of AMS depend on several factors (i.e. ascent profile, altitude reached, 79 

preexposure, individual’s susceptibility) (Schneider et al., 2002), cohort studies reported 80 

a prevalence of 25-40% at altitudes between 3000 and 3500m (Honigman et al., 1993; 81 

Bärtsch & Saltin, 2008; Kriemler et al., 2014). 82 

During the last decades, several authors have investigated the mechanistic bases 83 

of high-altitude illnesses but the underlying pathophysiology of AMS is not completely 84 

understood. This is probably due to the multiple factors involved and to the difficulties 85 

associated with clinical diagnosis (Bärtsch & Bailey, 2014; Luks et al., 2017). 86 

Nevertheless, hypoxemia is considered the primary stimulus (Bailey et al., 2009) and in 87 

some studies AMS-prone individuals present more severe hypoxemia than their 88 

healthier counterparts (Loeppky et al., 2008). This latter point has been recently 89 

confirmed by Burtscher et al., who observed lower resting SpO2 values (possibly linked 90 

to reduced pulmonary ventilation response to hypoxia) during the first 3 hours of 91 

exposure to 3480m in people who later developed AMS (Burtscher et al., 2019). 92 

Much interest has been recently raised in the cerebral hemodynamic response to 93 

either normobaric or hypobaric hypoxia in people susceptible to AMS (Jensen et al., 94 

1990; Van Osta et al., 2005; Lawley et al., 2014; Subudhi et al., 2014a; Kammerer et 95 

al., 2018). It is well known that in conditions of hypoxia, resting cerebral blood flow 96 

(CBF), usually evaluated by Transcranial Doppler (Ainslie & Subudhi, 2014; Subudhi 97 

et al., 2014a; Hoiland et al., 2018), acutely increases in order to improve oxygen 98 

delivery to the brain (Severinghaus et al., 1966; Ainslie & Subudhi, 2014; Ainslie et al., 99 

2014; Willie et al., 2014). However, some authors have shown a lower cerebral 100 
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autoregulation index (i.e. spontaneous fluctuations in arterial blood pressure and flow 101 

velocity), concluding that altitude exposure can be associated with altered dynamic 102 

cerebral autoregulation in proportion to AMS symptomatology (Van Osta et al., 2005). 103 

Since some studies did not observe any difference in resting CBF between AMS-prone 104 

and non-AMS individuals (Subudhi et al., 2014b), the relationship between resting CBF 105 

changes in hypoxia and AMS occurrence is still under debate, thus offering the rationale 106 

for further studies on the role of cerebral hemodynamic responses to hypoxia. 107 

In addition to previous investigations on resting CBF regulation in AMS 108 

occurrence, some authors have focused their attention to the cerebral autoregulation and 109 

brain tissue oxygenation during exercise in hypoxia (Ogoh & Ainslie, 2009; Verges et 110 

al., 2012), finally speculating that individuals presenting greater exercise-induced 111 

cerebral deoxygenation are likely to develop the most severe AMS (Roach & Hackett, 112 

2001). Exercise intensity typical of mountain hiking does not exacerbate AMS in 113 

normobaric hypoxia (Schommer et al., 2012). However, some authors observed an 114 

impaired cerebral autoregulation during hypoxic exercise even though CBF regulation 115 

was maintained at rest (Ainslie et al., 2007), indicating that physical exercise, in 116 

addition to hypoxia, may be an important contributor in provoking the incidence of 117 

AMS and other high altitude pathologies (Roach & Hackett, 2001; Imray et al., 2005; 118 

Ainslie et al., 2007). 119 

Recent studies have utilized Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) for evaluating 120 

cerebral oxygenation/deoxygenation at rest and during exercise (Subudhi et al., 2007; 121 

Porcelli et al., 2010) suggesting that this non-invasive measurement on the forehead is 122 

associated with oxygen saturation in cerebral tissue (Henson et al., 1998; Ainslie et al., 123 

2007). Some investigations have reported that hypoxia leads to a gradual increase in 124 

resting prefrontal cerebral deoxygenated haemoglobin, while cerebral oxygenated 125 

haemoglobin is decreased (Ainslie et al., 2007). Moreover, it has been consistently 126 

demonstrated that hypoxia induces a reduction in prefrontal cortical oxygenation 127 

measured by NIRS during submaximal and maximal whole-body exercise (Imray et al., 128 

2005; Ainslie et al., 2007; Subudhi et al., 2008; Peltonen et al., 2009), even in cases of 129 

increased CBF (Imray et al., 2005; Subudhi et al., 2008) suggesting that NIRS-derived 130 

prefrontal variables may indirectly reflect an imbalance between brain hemodynamics 131 
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and cerebral oxygenation. At this regard, other authors suggested to evaluate real-time 132 

physiological impairments connected to AMS by measuring cerebral vascular responses 133 

during exercise at altitude by NIRS (DiPasquale et al., 2016). 134 

Therefore, the aim of this investigation was to examine the effects of 135 

submaximal exercise in hypoxia on prefrontal cerebral oxygenation and microvascular 136 

blood volume determined by NIRS and examine the associations with AMS in 137 

otherwise healthy adults. We hypothesized that AMS-prone individuals (AMS+) exhibit 138 

lower prefrontal cerebral oxygenation levels compared to non-AMS subjects (AMS-).  139 

Methods 140 

Ethical approval 141 

Subjects were thoroughly informed (both written and verbally) about the study’s 142 

objectives methods, use of results, and possible risks from participation, and were given 143 

the opportunity to ask questions of the researchers regarding the information provided. 144 

Thereafter, all subjects provided written informed consent. The study was conducted 145 

according to the Declaration of Helsinki, and ethical approval was granted by the 146 

Institute of Biomedical Technologies-related Ethics Committee (BESTA-06022019-147 

stralcio06). The study was not registered in any database. 148 

Participants 149 

Twenty-two young and healthy individuals (15 men and 7 women; age, 26 ± 4 years; 150 

stature, 174 ± 7 cm; body mass, 66.5 ± 9.8 kg) were recruited to participate in this study. 151 

All participants were sea-level residents, non-smokers and abstained from vigorous 152 

activity, alcohol or caffeine intake over the day before each measurement. A health 153 

questionnaire was completed by each participant before starting the first exercise test. 154 

All subjects were free of acute and chronic illness, disease and injury, and did not report 155 

the use of any medication that would contraindicate the performance of intense physical 156 

activity. Moreover, participants were not exposed to altitudes higher than 2000 m 157 

during the two months before measurements.  158 

Study design 159 
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The study design consisted of three evaluations, two took place in the “R. Margaria 160 

Exercise Pathophysiology Laboratory” in Milan (122m a.s.l.) and one was performed at 161 

Capanna Gnifetti (3647m a.s.l.) in the Italian Alps (see below for further details). 162 

During the first day in the laboratory, an incremental cardiopulmonary test (INCR) in 163 

normoxia [inspired O2 fraction (FiO2) = 0.21] was performed. At least 72 hours after, all 164 

subjects returned to the laboratory to perform two constant-speed exercises (CSE) at 165 

moderate intensity, one in normoxia (NORM) and the other in normobaric hypoxia 166 

(HYPO). 167 

High altitude exposure 168 

All participants were exposed to high altitude at Capanna Gnifetti (3647m a.s.l.) in the 169 

Italian Alps. Subjects started from Milan (122m a.s.l.) and reached Gressoney-La-170 

Trinitè (1850m a.s.l.) in approximately 3 hours. Then, subjects reached Capanna 171 

Gnifetti by cable car and two-hours hiking. According to Luks et al. (Luks et al., 2017), 172 

this ascent profile can be defined as moderate risk for AMS occurrence. AMS was 173 

assessed by the Lake Louise Score (LLS) (Roach et al., 2018). Briefly, the LLS 174 

questionnaire is based on the responses regarding four different symptoms (headache, 175 

gastrointestinal symptoms, fatigue, dizziness) plus the AMS Clinical Functional Score, 176 

each graded 0-3 in severity. The LLS questionnaire was provided to each subject 177 

individually in the evening after arrival (T1, after about 6 hours) and in the morning 178 

after (T2, after about 15 hours). The highest LLS was used for AMS diagnosis. 179 

According to recent guidelines (Roach et al., 2018), AMS was diagnosed when 180 

headache was present together with at least one additional symptom, and the total score 181 

was 3 or higher. Those subjects with no symptoms were defined as non-AMS (AMS-) 182 

whereas those reporting a score 3 or higher as AMS-prone (AMS+). Blood pressure 183 

(M7 Intelli IT, Omron, Kyoto, Japan), heart rate (HR) (Polar A300, Polar Electro Oy, 184 

Kempele, Finland) and peripheral haemoglobin saturation (SpO2) (Rad-5, Masimo, 185 

Irvine, California, USA) were also collected at T1 and T2. 186 

Incremental cardiopulmonary test (INCR) 187 

INCR was performed on a motorized treadmill (Jaeger, Germany) by adjusting belt 188 

speed and gradient. After few minutes of rest, all subjects exercised for 3 minutes at a 189 

constant speed (6 km/h) with a gradual increase of the gradient every minute (up to 5%). 190 
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Then, with the gradient held constant at 5%, the speed was increased by 1 km/h in men 191 

and by 0.5 km/h in women every minute. The test terminated when the participant was 192 

unable to keep up the required speed, despite verbal encouragement. Maximal 193 

exhaustion was considered attained when at least two of the following parameters were 194 

observed: capillary lactate concentration >8 mmol/L, a respiratory exchange ratio >1.10, 195 

a maximum HR >85% of subject’s predicted maximum HR, or a visual plateau in the 196 

oxygen uptake plotted against the minute ventilation at the end of the test. Oxygen 197 

uptake (V̇O2), carbon dioxide production (V̇CO2) and pulmonary ventilation (V̇E) were 198 

determined continuously breath-by-breath using a metabolic cart (Vmax29c, Sensor 199 

Medics, Bilthoven, The Netherlands). Expiratory flow measurements were performed 200 

by a mass flow sensor (hot wire anemometer), calibrated before each experiment by a 3-201 

L syringe at three different flow rates.  Calibration of O2 and CO2 analysers was 202 

performed before each experiment by using gas mixtures of known composition. HR 203 

was monitored throughout the test by chest band (Polar A300; Polar Electro Oy, 204 

Kempele, Finland). Peak values were calculated as the highest value averaged over the 205 

last 30 seconds of exercise. 206 

Moderate intensity constant-speed exercises 207 

Each participant carried out two different CSE, one in normoxia and the other in 208 

normobaric hypoxia. Each bout consisted of a resting phase followed by 8 minutes of 209 

exercise. The speed of the treadmill was kept constant at 6 km/h in all subjects, whereas 210 

the gradient was individually adjusted to elicit a V̇O2 corresponding to 40% of V̇O2peak 211 

measured during INCR (Richalet et al., 2012; Bourdillon et al., 2014). The two CSE 212 

exercises were separated by 15 minutes of rest. The switch from normoxia to 213 

normobaric hypoxia (FiO2 of ~0.13) was performed by an air generator (MAG-10 214 

Mountain Air Generator, Higher Peak, Boston, Massachusetts, USA). Subjects breathed 215 

through a leak-free respiratory mask (Hans Rudolph 7450, Kansas, USA) attached to a 216 

two-way T-shape non-rebreathing valve (Hans Rudolph 2700, Kansas, USA) which 217 

ensures separate ways between inspired and expired flow. The inspiratory valve was 218 

connected to the MAG-10 Mountain Air Generator which allowed the subject to inhale 219 

the hypoxic mixture. V̇O2, V̇CO2 and V̇E were monitored breath-by-breath, with the 220 

flowmeter (Vmax29c, Sensor Medics, Bilthoven, The Netherlands) placed between the 221 
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mask and the two-way valve. SpO2 was measured continuously using finger pulse 222 

oximeter (Rad-5, Masimo, Irvine, California, USA). HR was monitored by chest band. 223 

A capillary blood sample (20µL) was collected from earlobe after both CSE bouts and 224 

analyzed (EKF Biosen C-Line Analyzer, Diagnostic, GmbH, Barleben, Germany) for 225 

lactate concentration. Tissue saturation index (TSI), deoxygenated haemoglobin 226 

(ΔHHb), oxygenated haemoglobin (ΔHbO2), and total haemoglobin (ΔHbtot) 227 

concentration changes were monitored using a NIRS device (PortaLite, Artinis Medical 228 

Systems, Elst, The Netherlands) placed in correspondence with the prefrontal cortex. A 229 

headset held an NIR emitter (laser light at 780 and 850 nm) and three detectors over the 230 

left prefrontal cortex region of the forehead. Three distances (30, 35, and 40 mm) were 231 

adopted between receiver and transmitters. Optodes were held in place using double-232 

sided tape and covered by a black bandana. The Beer-Lambert law was used to calculate 233 

micromolar (µM) changes in tissue oxygenation (changes in [HbO2] and [HHb]) by 234 

using received optical densities and a differential path length factor of 5.93 [for more 235 

technical details on the measurement, see Subudhi et al., 2007 and Porcelli et al., 2010]. 236 

ΔHbtot was taken as an index of changes in regional blood volume. Data were recorded 237 

at 10 Hz and exported at 5 Hz. Measurements were normalized as changes from an 238 

initial value arbitrarily defined as 0 µM. Haemoglobin concentrations were assessed by 239 

averaging of the last 30 seconds of rest and exercise stages. 240 

Statistical analysis 241 

A priori sample size calculation was performed to ensure a statistical power of 0.80 242 

using G*Power 3.1. Calculation was based on prefrontal cortex TSI data obtained 243 

during exercise in AMS+ and AMS- subjects by DiPasquale et al. (DiPasquale et al., 244 

2016). All data were expressed as mean ± SD and were analysed using the statistical 245 

software package Prism 6.0 (GraphPad). Shapiro–Wilk tests were employed to 246 

confirm distribution normality. All data were analysed by a two-way (condition x 247 

phase) not repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni 248 

corrections to compare differences in physiological parameters and NIRS data in 249 

normoxia vs. normobaric hypoxia between AMS+ and AMS-. Effect sizes (ES) were 250 

calculated using the formula 𝐸𝑆 =  (𝑚2 − 𝑚1) 𝑆𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑⁄ , where m1 is the mean of 251 

group 1, m2 is the mean of group 2, and SDpooled is the standard deviation of the 252 
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pooled data (Sullivan & Feinn, 2012). Linear regression analysis was used to evaluate 253 

the effects of SpO2 changes on NIRS-derived parameters. Significance for all tests 254 

was defined as p ≤ 0.05. 255 

Results 256 

Acute Mountain Sickness 257 

Of the 22 individuals recruited, 8 developed AMS (5 men and 3 women) and were 258 

included in the AMS+ group. The remaining 14 subjects (10 men and 4 women) reported 259 

a LLS < 3 or no headache and were therefore included in the AMS- group. Blood 260 

pressure and HR values were similar between AMS+ and AMS-. Interestingly, SpO2 at 261 

Gnifetti hut was significantly higher in AMS- (88 ± 2%) compared to AMS+ (85 ± 3%, 262 

p=0.0009, ES=1.0). 263 

Cardiorespiratory and metabolic data during incremental test 264 

All subjects were included in the analysis. Participants’ cardiorespiratory and metabolic 265 

responses to INCR are presented in Table 1. 266 

Table 1. Participants' cardiorespiratory and metabolic responses to incremental exercise test in normoxia. 

 
Mean ± SD 

V̇O2peak (mL·kg-1·min-1) 48.8 ± 8.5 

V̇O2peak (L·min
-1

) 3.30 ± 0.87 

V̇CO2peak (L·min-1) 3.63 ± 0.85 

V̇Epeak (L·min-1) 122.4 ± 28.0 

R 1.11 ± 0.08 

HRpeak (bpm) 193 ± 11 

[La-]peak (mmol·L-1) 10.32 ± 2.49 

Mean (±SD) values of O2 uptake (V̇O2), CO2 output (V̇CO2), pulmonary gas exchange ratio (R), 

pulmonary ventilation (V̇E), heart rate (HR), blood lactate concentration ([La-]) obtained at exhaustion 

(peak values). 

Cardiorespiratory and metabolic data during constant speed exercise  267 
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Figure 1 shows the V̇O2, V̇CO2, and V̇E response to NORM and HYPO in a typical 268 

subject. V̇O2, V̇CO2, and V̇E progressively increased from rest to exercise in both 269 

NORM and HYPO. Then, values progressively recovered towards baseline values 270 

following exercise cessation.271 

272 
The main cardiorespiratory and metabolic variables collected during CSE are reported in 273 

Table 2. Subjects reached an intensity of about 41% and 42% of V̇O2peak in NORM and 274 

HYPO, respectively. No differences were observed for V̇O2 between NORM and HYPO. 275 

V̇CO2 and V̇E were significantly higher during HYPO compared to NORM, both at rest 276 

(p<0.0001) and during exercise (p<0.0001). SpO2 during HYPO was significantly lower 277 

than in NORM (p<0.0001). HR was significantly higher during HYPO compared to 278 

NORM, either at rest (p<0.01) and during exercise (p<0.0001). No differences were 279 

observed for V̇O2, V̇CO2, V̇E, PETCO2, SpO2, and HR between AMS+ and AMS- 280 

subjects. 281 

Table 2. Cardiorespiratory responses during constant speed exercise in both normoxia and hypoxia. 

 
V̇O2 

(L·min-1) 

V̇CO2 

(L·min-1) 

V̇E 

(L·min-1) 

Vt 
(L·min-1) 

fR 

(bpm) 

SpO2 
(%) 

HR 

(bpm) 

NORM  
      

Rest 

Exercise 

0.28 ± 0.08 

1.35 ± 0.28
†
 

0.24 ± 0.06 

1.17 ± 0.25
†
 

10.7 ± 2.3 

34.5 ± 5.8
†
 

0.694 ± 0.247 

1.426 ± 0.315 

17 ± 4 

26 ± 5
†
 

97 ± 2 

96 ± 2 

85 ± 16 

117 ± 15
†
 

Figure 1. Typical example of V̇O2 (blue), V̇CO2 (red), and V̇E (green) responses to moderate intensity 

constant speed exercise during both normoxia and hypoxia. 
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HYPO  

      

Rest 

Exercise 

0.34 ± 0.08 

1.39 ± 0.32
†
 

0.34 ± 0.08* 

1.30 ± 0.28*
†
 

17.7 ± 2.8* 

40.1 ± 7.6*
†
 

1.870 ± 0.705* 

1.681 ± 0.534* 

13 ± 4* 

26 ± 7
†
 

88 ± 3* 

75 ± 5*
†
 

96 ± 15* 

141 ± 15*
†
 

Mean (±SD) values of oxygen uptake (V̇O2), carbon dioxide production (V̇CO2), pulmonary ventilation 

(V̇E), tidal volume (Vt), respiratory frequency (fR), peripheral oxyhaemoglobin saturation (SpO2), and 

heart rate (HR). *p<0.05, significantly different from the value obtained during NORM, †p<0.05, 

significantly different from rest. 

Prefrontal cortex NIRS data during CSE 282 

NIRS data obtained in AMS+ (panel A) and AMS- (panel B) subjects during normoxia 283 

are shown in Figure 2. As shown, exercise did not change ΔHHb, ΔHbO2, and ΔHbtot 284 

values from rest. In AMS- subjects, resting ΔHHb, ΔHbO2, and ΔHbtot were -0.10 ± 285 

0.85µM, 1.14 ± 1.16µM, and 1.04 ± 1.61µM, respectively, while during exercise were -286 

0.88 ± 1.80µM, 4.88 ± 3.59µM, and 3.99 ± 2.96µM. In AMS+ individuals, resting ΔHHb, 287 

ΔHbO2, and ΔHbtot were -0.29 ± 1.05, 0.62 ± 1.48, and 0.33 ± 2.09, respectively, while 288 

during exercise were -0.98 ± 1.09µM, 3.02 ± 1.66µM, and 2.05 ± 1.52µM. Similarly, TSI 289 

values did not change from rest to exercise in both groups, ranging between 66% and 290 

68%. NIRS data obtained in AMS+ (panel A) and AMS- (panel B) subjects during 291 

hypoxia are shown in Figure 3. ΔHHb trend over time was similar in AMS- and AMS+ 292 

whereas ΔHbO2 and ΔHbtot showed an inverse behaviour in the two groups.  293 

Mean (±SD) values at the end of baseline and exercise in hypoxia are presented in Figure 294 

4. During HYPO, ΔHHb significantly increased (p<0.01) from resting values in both 295 

AMS+ and AMS-, resulting significantly higher than NORM (p<0.0001). No differences 296 

were observed between AMS- and AMS+ groups. ΔHbO2 was significantly lower in 297 

AMS+, compared to AMS-, both at rest (-3.23 ± 5.90µM vs. 1.44 ± 2.14µM, p=0.04, 298 

ES=1.1) and during exercise (-6.56 ± 5.51µM vs. 0.37 ± 4.36µM, p<0.01, ES=1.2). 299 

ΔHbtot increased both at rest (5.49 ± 3.99µM) and during exercise (8.17 ± 7.34µM) in 300 

AMS- individuals, whereas it did not change from normoxia in AMS+ group, resulting 301 

significantly lower both at rest (-1.67 ± 9.53µM, p=0.03, ES=1.0) and during exercise (-302 

0.96 ± 9.12µM, p=0.01, ES=1.0).  303 

 304 
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 305 

Figure 3. NIRS data (mean±SD) obtained during moderate intensity constant speed 

exercise in hypoxia in AMS+ (Panel A) and AMS- (Panel B) groups. ΔHHb in blue, 

ΔHbO2 in red, ΔHbtot in green, and TSI in black. 

Figure 2. NIRS data (mean±SD) obtained during moderate intensity constant speed 

exercise in normoxia in AMS+ (Panel A) and AMS- (Panel B) groups. ΔHHb in blue, 

ΔHbO2 in red, ΔHbtot in green, and TSI in black. 
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306 
In Figure 5, TSI values recorded in AMS- and AMS+ subjects both at rest and during 307 

exercise in HYPO are shown. TSI was significantly lower compared to NORM, both at 308 

rest (p=0.04) and during exercise (p<0.0001). No differences were observed at rest 309 

between AMS- (63.46 ± 2.33%) and AMS+ (62.96 ± 3.37%). During hypoxic exercise, 310 

Figure 4. Individual changes in NIRS-derived parameters (ΔHHb, deoxygenated haemoglobin; ΔHbO2, 

oxygenated haemoglobin; ΔHbtot, total haemoglobin) during rest and exercise in hypoxia in both AMS+ 

and AMS- individuals. Bars represent mean (± SD) values. *p<0.05; **p<0.01. 
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TSI was significantly lower in AMS+ compared to AMS- (57.03 ± 2.37% vs. 59.92 ± 311 

2.55%, p=0.05, ES=1.0).  312 

Linear regression analysis in the AMS- group (n=14) revealed that reductions in SpO2 313 

were accompanied by proportional increases in ΔHbtot at rest in hypoxia (Figure 6). 314 

Interestingly, AMS+ group showed lower SpO2 and ΔHbtot values compared to AMS-. 315 

 316 

Figure 6. Relationship between resting ΔHbtot in hypoxia and SpO2 at 3647m a.s.l. in AMS- (empty 

circles) and in AMS+ (filled circle). Regression lines for AMS- (black) and AMS+ (grey) subjects are 

also shown. 

Figure 5. TSI during moderate intensity constant speed exercise in hypoxia in AMS+ and AMS- 

individuals. *p<0.05 
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Discussion 317 

The present study examined the changes induced by acute exposure to normobaric 318 

hypoxia on prefrontal cerebral oxygenation and microvascular blood volume both at rest 319 

and during exercise in subjects with and without AMS symptoms during subsequent 320 

hypobaric altitude exposure. We showed that AMS+ subjects experienced reduced 321 

prefrontal cerebral oxygenation and unchanged microvascular blood volume from rest 322 

to hypoxic exercise whereas these parameters were unaltered in the AMS- group. Also 323 

worth mentioning is that a significant correlation between SpO2 and microvascular 324 

blood volume was observed in AMS- individuals only. These data suggest that AMS+ 325 

subjects may encounter an impaired cerebrovascular oxygen reactivity in hypoxia, 326 

particularly during moderate intensity exercise. Moreover, this study suggests that 327 

monitoring prefrontal cortex brain oxygenation and microvascular blood volume at rest 328 

and during moderate intensity exercise in normobaric hypoxia may help to identify 329 

people at risk to develop AMS prior ascending to high altitude. 330 

AMS is the most common high altitude illness characterized by few non-specific 331 

symptoms that may develop in non-acclimatized individuals ascending above 2500m 332 

(Hackett & Roach, 2001). Individual susceptibility, rate of ascent, and the degree of 333 

previous acclimatization are the major predictors for AMS occurrence (Schneider et al., 334 

2002). The present investigation recruited 22 individuals with no exposure to altitudes 335 

higher than 2000m during the two months before the start of the study and reported a 36% 336 

prevalence of AMS at 3647m. These data are in line with existing literature which 337 

reports prevalence from 9%–25% at 2500–3000m to 40%–60% at 4500m in adults 338 

(Honigman et al., 1993; Bärtsch & Saltin, 2008; Kriemler et al., 2014). The large 339 

variability between studies is probably due to differences in the ascent profile. In fact, it 340 

is well known that ascending more than 500m/day above 3000m increases the risk of 341 

AMS development (Luks et al., 2017). In the present investigation participants 342 

ascended from sea level to 3647m in about 7 ± 0.5 hours (moderate risk according to 343 

Luks et al., 2017), which may explain the high AMS incidence. 344 

From a physiological perspective, it was intriguing to observe that SpO2 at 345 

3647m was significantly lower in AMS+ subjects compared to AMS- individuals. This 346 

supports previous finding that greater decreases in SpO2 during acute high-altitude 347 
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exposure are independent predictors for the subsequent development of AMS 348 

(Burtscher et al., 2019). 349 

Although hundreds of studies have examined high altitude diseases, the 350 

pathophysiology of AMS is still under debate. In particular, two different theories, one 351 

focused on the pulmonary system and the other on the cardiovascular system, have been 352 

previously proposed by experts. With regard to the former model, a reduced hypoxic 353 

ventilatory response, either at rest and during exercise, has been suggested to be a 354 

physiological risk factor for later development of AMS at altitude (Bärtsch et al., 2002; 355 

Richalet et al., 2012; Bärtsch & Bailey, 2014). Researchers supporting the 356 

cardiovascular etiology of AMS suggest that hypoxia strongly affects the cardiovascular 357 

system, mainly by increasing sympathetic activity in AMS-prone individuals 358 

(Lanfranchi et al., 2005; Richalet et al., 2012). Although controversial, more recent 359 

studies also suggest a cerebral impairment in the pathogenesis of AMS (Bärtsch & 360 

Bailey, 2014; Subudhi et al., 2014b). The physiological basis of this hypothesis comes 361 

from the observations that acute hypoxic exposure, and the consequent reduced oxygen 362 

partial pressure, induces several adaptations in the cerebrovascular system aimed to 363 

maintain oxygen supply to the brain. In this regard, Severinghaus et al. were the first to 364 

report a significant increase in CBF after 24h of exposure to high altitude (Severinghaus 365 

et al., 1966), then further confirmed by subsequent studies (Jensen et al., 1990; Subudhi 366 

et al., 2014b; Willie et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017). Non-invasive evaluations of brain 367 

tissue oxygenation by NIRS support these evidences. Indeed, Woodside et al. reported 368 

at rest reduced HbO2 levels during hypoxia compared to normoxia (Woodside et al., 369 

2014). Recent studies have investigated the possible relationship between 370 

cerebrovascular adaptations in hypoxia and AMS reporting contrasting results. Some 371 

authors have shown a lower cerebral autoregulation index in AMS+ subjects, 372 

concluding that altitude exposure can be associated with altered dynamic cerebral 373 

autoregulation in proportion to AMS symptomatology (Van Osta et al., 2005). Other 374 

researchers did not observe any difference in resting CBF between AMS-prone and 375 

non-AMS individuals (Subudhi et al., 2014b). In our study, we evaluated changes in 376 

cerebral oxygenation and microvascular blood volume by NIRS probe positioned on the 377 

forehead of 22 healthy young subjects. At rest, HbO2 and Hbtot showed a significantly 378 

different behaviour between AMS+ and AMS- when they were exposed to normobaric 379 
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hypoxia. More specifically, AMS+ individuals showed unchanged values of 380 

microvascular blood volume and lower levels of cerebral prefrontal cortex oxygenation, 381 

although ΔHHb values were similar in the two groups. Thus, our findings allude to a 382 

blunted microvascular response to hypoxia and associated greater prefrontal cerebral 383 

hypoxaemia in the development of AMS.  384 

Interestingly, our study is the first to evaluate the microvascular blood volume 385 

and cerebral oxygenation changes by NIRS during moderate intensity exercise in 386 

AMS+ and AMS- subjects. The rationale for this approach came from the hypothesis 387 

that impairments in cerebral autoregulation and brain tissue oxygenation during exercise 388 

in hypoxia may play an important role in AMS occurrence (Ogoh & Ainslie, 2009; 389 

Verges et al., 2012). Indeed, it has been postulated that physical exercise, in addition to 390 

hypoxia, may contribute in provoking AMS symptoms (Roach & Hackett, 2001; Imray 391 

et al., 2005; Ainslie et al., 2007) and that individuals presenting greater exercise-392 

induced cerebral deoxygenation in the prefrontal cortex are likely to develop the most 393 

severe AMS (Roach & Hackett, 2001). Although exercise intensity typical of mountain 394 

hiking does not exacerbate AMS in normobaric hypoxia (Schommer et al., 2012), some 395 

authors observed an impaired cerebral autoregulation during hypoxic exercise even 396 

though CBF regulation was maintained at rest (Ainslie et al., 2007). In this study, we 397 

observed lower ΔHbO2 and Δ 398 

ΔHbtot levels during hypoxic exercise in the AMS+ group compared to AMS- 399 

individuals. These findings are in accordance to recent investigations, demonstrating 400 

that submaximal exercise in hypoxia reduces oxygenation levels in the prefrontal cortex 401 

(Imray et al., 2005; Ainslie et al., 2007; Subudhi et al., 2008; Peltonen et al., 2009), 402 

despite hypoxia-induced increases in CBF (Imray et al., 2005; Subudhi et al., 2008). 403 

Another interesting finding of the present study is presented in Figure 6. A 404 

significant correlation was observed between SpO2 at altitude and resting ΔHbtot values 405 

in normobaric hypoxia in AMS- individuals, confirming recent evidence on the 406 

correlation between SpO2 and CBF at altitude (Willie et al., 2014). However, this 407 

relationship was absent in AMS+ subjects, who showed lower levels of SpO2 and lower 408 

values of microvascular blood volume. In our opinion these results bring further 409 
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evidence of the involvement of the “cerebral component” in the pathophysiology of 410 

AMS. 411 

Limitations 412 

In the present investigation, cerebral oxygenation/deoxygenation and 413 

microvascular blood volume in the prefrontal cortex were assessed using NIRS. 414 

Although previous studies reported that brain NIRS parameters well correlate with 415 

oxygen saturation in cerebral tissue in hypoxia, thus providing a valid method to 416 

measure cerebral oxygenation and deoxygenation (Henson et al., 1998; Ainslie et al., 417 

2007), it is influenced by several factors (e.g. forehead skin blood flow, cerebral O2 418 

delivery, tissue desaturation and venous outflow) and it is not direct comparable to 419 

classic measurement of CBF. However, CBF measurements during exercise require to 420 

be performed with subject’s upper half of the body in a static position (i.e. by using a 421 

recumbent bike), thus limiting the type and the intensity of the exercise. NIRS devices 422 

may overcome these limitations by either representing an ecological validity to 423 

Transcranial Doppler Ultrasounds or an interesting complementary measurement. 424 

Recently, increasing evidence has been provided that gender may be responsible for 425 

functional and hemodynamic differences in prefrontal cortex during cortical activation 426 

(Kameyama et al., 2004; Li et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2016). Moreover, Richalet and 427 

colleagues reported female sex as an independent predictor of severe high altitude 428 

illness in a large cohort group (Richalet et al., 2012). Our study was not designed to 429 

address this issue. Anyway, we observed an equal distribution of woman between 430 

AMS+ (n=3) and AMS- (n=4) and statistics revealed no difference in prefrontal cerebral 431 

oxygenation and microvascular blood volume between males and females, thus 432 

contrasting previous results. Nevertheless, in our opinion, we cannot draw solid 433 

conclusions about gender influences on cerebral hemodynamics in AMS 434 

pathophysiology considering the small number of female subjects included. Future 435 

studies should address this issue. 436 

Conclusion 437 
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Overall, our findings highlight differing responses of microvascular blood volume and 438 

prefrontal cerebral oxygenation at rest and during moderate intensity exercise in 439 

response to normobaric hypoxia between AMS-prone individuals and those who remain 440 

asymptomatic. In particular, AMS+ subjects exposed to normobaric hypoxia showed an 441 

incapacity to increase microvascular blood volume together with lower prefrontal cortex 442 

oxygenation both at rest and during exercise compared to subjects who did not develop 443 

AMS symptoms. The greater prefrontal cortex hypoxemia observed in AMS-prone 444 

individuals may somehow be related to a blunted cerebrovascular O2 reactivity. 445 

Therefore, prefrontal cortex brain oxygenation and microvascular blood volume at rest 446 

and during moderate intensity exercise in normobaric hypoxia may be used to screen 447 

people at risk to develop AMS prior ascending to high altitude. 448 
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